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• First wave (late 1950’s – early 1960’s):
Professionals 


• Second wave (late 1960’s- 1970’s):
Garment workers and labourers


• Third wave (1980’s- mid 1990’s):
Family members 


• Fourth wave (late 1990’s- present):
Provincial Nominees







• Fourth largest visible minority subgroup in 
Canada (Statistics Canada, 2006)


• 23% increased in the number of Filipinos living in 
Manitoba from 2001 up to 2006 (Statistic Canada, 
2006)


• Change attributed to the Manitoba Provincial 
Nominee Program  (MPNP)


• 31.8% of Filipino immigrants arrived under the 
PNP program in 2009 (Manitoba Labour 
Immigration, 2010)







• Common theme: working with children and 
youth [Seunarine, I. et al (1996) ; FYI (2004); 
Advincula, R et al (2010)]


• Recommendations:
– provide settlement and integration support for 


newcomer youth;
– educate youth about Philippine culture and 


history;
– encourage civic participation and leadership.











• Aksyon Ng Ating Kabataan (ANAK) Inc.
• Formed in April 2006
• Legally incorporated in 2007
• Comprised of concerned young Filipino-


Canadian professionals
• Draws from a gamut of personal experiences 


as immigrants, students, educators, social 
workers, researchers, and second-generation 
Canadians







• Came together to help bridge the cultural, 
familial, and social gaps found both in and 
outside of the Filipino-Canadian community


• Envisions a future where all Filipino-Canadians 
have the opportunity to share, learn, and 
preserve their culture and heritage through 
education



























• Core funding


• Government support


• Community support


• Growth











• Advocacy and education


• ANAK Publishing Worker Cooperative Ltd.


• ANAK Filipiniana and Books


• Investment and empowerment
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Objectives
1) to engage with recent debates on 


neoliberalization
2) to propose a more finely-tuned 


approach to, & analysis of, 
neoliberalism by drawing on:


i) studies of scale; 
ii) theories of governmentality


3) to strike more of a balance between 
structure & agency re: devolution of 
immigration policy in Canada







Structure of Paper
 Part I: debates around neoliberalization; 


premises & points of connection re: scalar 
& governmentality studies


 Part II: “Meso” scale: PNPs & NSNP
 Part III: “Micro” scale: rationales & realities 


of NS nominees (via 17 semi-structured, 
qualitative interviews)


 Part IV: Concluding Comments







Governmentality furthers the 
analysis by…
 Deciphering the strategic & complex political 


roles & repercussions  of the individual, the 
self, the personal


 Focusing on political subjects as 
“enterprising selves”; language of 
entrepreneurial individual, entrepreneurialism 


 Contributing more complex understandings of 
power & choice; problematizing agency







NSNP Primary Objectives


 i) increase economic benefits for NS
 ii) process & admit candidates 


expeditiously as possible
 iii) attract & retain more immigrants
 iv) provide mentorship to give 


immigrants exposure & experience with 
NS businesses







Multiple problems 
re: NSNP economic stream…
 Government nominee targets not met
 Nominees ill-matched with companies
 Not all those who started mentorships 


completed their 6 month assignments
 Some who participated did not plan to stay 


in NS
 Many local businesses did not adhere to 


guidelines for mentor companies
 Cornwallis Financial Corporation debacle


(legal proceedings; partisanship issues)







Neoliberal convergence, 
yes, but….


 NSNP   = meso scale renditions of macro 
trends in terms of explicit marketization  


 At the same time, however….
NSNP= complications & 


contestation…







Challenges, Contradictions, 
& Conflict
 Local businesses exposed & stymied
 Mobilization by nominees
 Gov’t pressure: bad optics of scandal; good, 


(i.e., compelling & convincing) arguments of 
nominees= economic redress


 Provincial response neither unified nor 
uniform


 Conflict between “partners” leads to legal 
proceedings, “divorce” & pay outs re: 
Cornwallis & provincial gov’t







Part III: “Micro” Scale Considerations: 
Economic Stream Candidates’ Choices, 
Opportunities & Constraints
 Principal applicants= “ideal migrants”


 = financially privileged; possess human capital
 = disproportionately male; “independent”
 = strategically weighing costs & benefits


 Prime neoliberal subjects, individual 
entrepreneurs, seizing & shaping 
opportunities
 re: market
 re: “fast tracking” immigration
 re: accessing “easier” “less complicated” procedures







So, on one hand…
 these are the quintessential “ideal” 


migrants who possess sought-after capital 
& capitalistic knowhow 


 they epitomize the entrepreneurial, 
neoliberal individual making strategic, 
personal calculations in terms of  the 
market, business investment, employment 
& self betterment etc.







BUT, on the other hand…
 when rationales & realities probed further, 


nominees resist being both the “objects’ & 
“subjects” of neoliberalization


 their migration strategies & outcomes 
invariably encompassed more than
individualistic & economistic logics


 more complicated choices, calculations & 
commitments involved…







Multi-faceted Strategic Choices
 “My decision was long-term strategic, in 


management you call it strategic decision. My 
purposes are (pause) educational purpose and 
economical…And of course, the third one is 
social because I’m going to make a good life-
style for my family, and we are going to 
upgrade ourselves in education…we are going 
to contribute and collaborate our experience 
and education to Nova Scotian society”
(interviewee 12: 15).







Nominees’ choices, calculations & 
commitments
In order of priority…
 Safety & security for families
 Education;  English language
 Social & Political considerations, including gender 


equality
 Social & Economic considerations
Nominees make the commitment despite harsh socio-


economic & political realities re: de-skilling, class & 
gender mobility, “reverse” remittances; their choices 
made in light of long term calculations for their 
families







Safety & Security
 “this place is a good place to live-crime is less and 


everything is calm, and people are friendly”
(interviewee 11: 235)


 “we were trying to avoid the problems of big cities. 
We were trying to stay away from big cities and we 
didn’t want to face similar kinds of problems in 
Toronto- similar but perhaps on a different scale 
than we had back home” (interviewee 13: 190)


 “when I go into the street, I am very safety because 
my country when you go…outside, you must wear a 
scarf, in the summer! For woman it is very difficult, 
it is very hard but if you don’t wear a scarf out, you 
most go to jail. Here, I am free. Free, free” (interviewee 
3: 220)







Education & Families
 “Before we never hear about Halifax, Nova 


Scotia…but the agent person gave us the 
information and we like this because 
Halifax is, people is, liked education. 
Education is very important for my family 
also…And Halifax is a small city but there 
are lot of universities, colleges, we chose 
very important for education” (interviewee 1: 
330)







Social & Political concerns
 “Like all Iranian men, I wanted to be where my 


family was happy and satisfied. You could call 
the reason for immigration more social than 
financial or anything else, because we already 
knew that we wouldn’t be able to make money 
here, but back there we could easily make a 
lot of money, but we were living in a society 
where there was little security, there was 
always fear for instability, of war, of 
revolution, and we were not in a stable 
society, and that is why we decided to 
immigrate.” (interviewee 13: 12) 







Social networks: local & 
transnational
 “It is a mistake to rely only on adverts that come 


through the internet or just the blurbs as it were. We 
were going by what the people actually told us, 
people who lived in Canada, people who were 
traveling back & forth, acquaintances, relations, by 
word-of-mouth...that means that we didn’t only 
necessarily receive positive information about 
Canada, we were aware that people came here and 
they got divorced, they were separated, they 
became depressed, they were not able to remain, & 
they returned- so… we knew there were a lot of 
different things going on, and it’s different for 
everybody” (interviewee 13: 310)







Less than optimal outcomes
 “I’ve got 30 years experience in oil and gas 


project management, and according to my 
strategic decision I have decided to come 
here, and to contribute and to collaborate my 
experience and education to Nova 
Scotia…And it’s not fair that I am unemployed, 
and I have no income, and I have spent all of 
my savings, and (pause) I am in a bad 
situation now.” (interviewee 12: 110)







Conclusions
 “I think that each nominee they have to 


balance because in their country they 
have position, they have high salary, 
they won’t be how to find a job [here in 
Nova Scotia just] because they have a 
good job in their [home] country…the 
people should be prepared” (interviewee 16: 
415).







Conclusions con’t
 Scalar analysis reveals that the road to 


neoliberalization not only a bumpy one, but there are 
disruptions, diversions & cul-de-sacs along the way


 Drawing on insights from governmentality we see
nominees as neither “objects” nor “subjects” 
of rule in processes of neoliberalization


 Indeed, we see contradictory behaviours of “usual 
suspects” i.e., political officials & economic agents &
resistive discourses & practices of 
nominees


 =more textured experiences of structure & agency
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Presentation Outline
Overview and objectives of 
Manitoba Provincial Nominee 
Program (MPNP)


Tracing the evolution: 
– Mixed methods (data/interviews)
– Economic/demographic outcomes
– “Growing” pains
– “Persistent” pains


Logistical and social challenges 
for immigrants and receiving 
communities 


Future considerations







MPNP Overview
A program that—through a federal-provincial 
agreement—devolves selection, settlement, and 
integration responsibilities to Manitoba


One of 10 nominee programs in Canada, but also 
the largest and usually cited as the most successful


Allows the province to be more flexible on entry 
requirements and to “tailor” settlement and 
integration strategies to local needs


Part of a larger project to reduce pressure on the 
federal immigration regime and boost non-MTV 
populations and economies (similar to early 1900s) 







MPNP Objectives


Boost the economic sectors:
– in need of need workers
– not favored under federal selection


Resettle increasing numbers of 
immigrants outside Winnipeg


Obtain a rate of 20,000 
newcomers per year by 2016


Intended to dovetail with federal 
goals of bringing “all immigrants” 
to  “all parts of Canada”
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Economic and Demographic Outcomes


Manitoba receives higher proportions of immigrants 
relative to its population than any other province


Specific industries and companies have been able 
to recruit and obtain workers quickly
– Nursing, manufacturing, hog and chicken processing
– Maple Leaf, Loewen Windows


Previously declining areas of the province have 
grown by as much as 25% since 2000
– Steinbach, Winkler, Altona, Morden


But what are the costs associated with the rapid 
pace of a labour-driven program? 







A Process of “Growing Pains”
Issue Solution
1998–2004: Consultants take lead in 
PN recruiting and often falsify labor 
market information and overcharge 
for services


2004: Manitoba 
mandates that all 
consultants be 
authorized by CSIC


1998–2004: PNs frequently find 
limited job availability for professions 
listed on the MPNP “desired 
occupations” list


2004: “desired” list 
replaced with a 
“restricted” list to 
limit mismatch


2006–2008: a large flow of TFWs, 
able to seek PN status after 6 
months of work, experience abuses 
from recruiters/employers


2008: Manitoba 
Worker Recruitment 
and Protection Act
implemented


2003–2010: regulatory changes aimed at increasing numbers







Persistent “Pains” of MPNP
Highly variable funding (federal contribution for 
immigration = 41–74% of Manitoba’s contribution)
– funding for integration has “not quite kept up” with 


services rendered to existing and new PNs
– increased reliance on non-funded support systems 


(families, friends, churches)


Knowledge transfer issues
– settlement agencies may not know in advance how many 


immigrants they will be receiving


Continued focus on increasing the number of PNs
– Many groups (e.g., TFW-to-PNP “transitional” workers) 


may come with limited English or transferable skills







Community Challenges: Logistical


Housing availability in rural areas: few rental 
properties; many PNs cannot afford to buy


Lack of access to family physicians


Inability to work in given skilled trade (and a need 
for better pre-arrival job market information)


Ongoing problems of credential recognition


Many PNs still come without adequate English 
ability and therefore cannot find work if they lose 
their first job where an employer shares language







Perspectives from the Integration Sector
“A lot of learning has come through in the past 10 years, but 
for us a lot of the process is reactive. A lot of the initial 
problems, like with consultants, are less common now ... 
but if this is a labour market strategy, we need to get people 
who meet the needs of the region in a sustainable way. If 
[the nominee] loses that first job, are they employable 
elsewhere? Without language, it is a long road. Everything 
is fine until that first job fails” (settlement worker, Winkler).


“Clients come to me and I see the pain they’re in when they 
can’t get a physician or work in their trade. The public is 
generous, but they’re not professionals. Eventually schools 
and housing will be built, but if we would be good if we 
could take it a bit easy” (settlement worker, Steinbach).







Community Challenges: Social
In rural Manitoba, earlier and ongoing recruitment 
(e.g., by employers and consultants) of groups 
believed to have “cultural similarities” with the 
region has aided chain migration (MacDonald 
1964), resulting in a preponderance of particular 
groups (e.g., German-speaking Mennonites)


When combined with increasing reliance on 
localized and often ethnically based services
– Decreasing awareness of and association with 


destination communities
– Decreasing perceived need to learn English
– Growing distance between communities and new PNs







Further Perspectives from the 
Integration Sector


“The challenge for a lot of communities is a growing 
population in just one or two ethnic groups, like German-
speakers from Russia. It’s about knowledge of the community 
for newcomers; they do a lot of activities through the church, 
often several times a week, and the church meets all the 
needs they have” (settlement worker, Winkler).


“The stream is a bit overwhelmed and we’re not really 
modifying it. We have a fabulous relationship with Europe, 
but not for others. It does depend on factors like age—young 
families integrate more—but it creates a bit of an ‘us vs. 
them’ situation and you see it play out on school grounds and 
elsewhere” (settlement worker, Steinbach).







Challenges of a Labour-led strategy
A need to assess preparedness and capacity more 
critically—considering the need to “catch up” and 
“take care of who’s there”


A need to assess whether there are adequate 
information-sharing mechanisms for multi-scalar 
governance (Leo 2009)


Consider whether employer-led strategies promote 
ethnic selectivity and challenge integration


Consider MPNP goals (removing annual cap of 
5,000; 20,000 newcomers annually by 2016) in light 
of economic realities such as the current recession
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Canada - Manitoba Immigration Agreement
• Making Manitoba an International Player


- Through the Canada-Manitoba Immigration Agreement,
Manitoba has become a player on the international scene 


• Provincial Nominee Program
- Balance between Human Capital / Labour Market Needs


•Settlement and Integration 
-Client focused
-Integration and coordination of responses /partnerships


• Internationalization of Communities
- E.g.: 30% of Provincial nominees go to communities outside of


Winnipeg


A Decade of Growing 
Through Immigration







•Population Growth
- modest increases 


•Economic Growth
-indicators show continued low levels of  unemployment as 
well as strong GDP and employment growth


•Fill labour market shortages
-aging population
-industry forecasts are predicting labour skills shortages
-37% of Manitoba employers consider skilled labour 
shortages to be a main constraint on their businesses


• Agreements 
- support employers overseas recruitment


MB as a Destination of Choice







•Our share of national immigration:
-1990s:  < 2%    
-2010:    5.6% (preliminary)
-greater than MB’s proportional share (3.6%) of population


•Growth through Provincial Nominees: 
- 1999:  11%
-2010:  77 % (preliminary)


•Nominees going to communities outside of Winnipeg:
-31 % in 2009


•Retention rate for provincial nominees in Manitoba between 
2000 and 2006 was 84.4 % 
•A streamlined application process has reduced processing 
times to between 3 to 6 months


PNP: What We Have Achieved







An Economic Program that Selects Skilled 
Immigrants for Successful Establishment in 
Manitoba


Applicants with Strong Connection to Manitoba
Family/Friends, Employment, Education


Applicants with Employable Skills
age, education, work experience and language ability


Priority Processing for Job-Ready Applicants


TFWs eligible to apply for PNP after six months


Manitoba’s PNP
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Source: Citizenship and Immigration Canada Prepared by Manitoba Labour and Immigration


Highly Educated Immigrants
principal applicants over 19







MPNP Objectives


 Select and nominate skilled immigrants 


 Innovative solutions to Manitoba’s economic development


 Attract and retain immigrants


 Partner with industry, ethno-cultural and regional 
communities







Core Criteria


 Strong connection to Manitoba
 Genuine intention and ability to settle successfully in 


Manitoba
 Training, education and work experience in assessed 


occupation
 Language ability to begin working
 Arranged employment and settlement supports
 Adaptability and age











According to a recent survey: 
– 85% of provincial nominees were working after three months 


(89% full time);
– 76 % of nominees owned their own home after 3-5 years;
– After 3-5 years, 83 % were working in their fields or a related field;


Positive outcomes of newcomers in Manitoba







• Federal-Provincial Relations
- Developing common national immigration vision
- Defining Manitoba’s Place in Canada’s National


Immigration Framework
- Cap and levels planning 


• Qualifications Recognition
- Foreign Qualifications Recognition Framework
- Internationalization of Manitoba regulations and workplaces


• Creating Welcoming, Diverse Communities


Current Challenges







• Continue to Grow through Immigration: 
- PNP online application
- Changes to make it easier and faster for international students to apply to PNP
- Renew Canada-Manitoba Immigration Agreement
- -Continue to press the federal government to remove the cap on the PNP


• Integrate Immigration, Settlement and Labour Market 
Strategies


• Invest and Coordinate Resources more effectively for 
Newcomers with Higher Needs


• Encourage and facilitate horizontal partnerships with a client-
centred focus


Looking Forward







Thank You 


Manitoba Labour and Immigration
7th floor - 213 Notre Dame Avenue


Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1N3 
Phone: (204) 945-2806


Email: 
immigratemanitoba@gov.mb.ca
www.immigratemanitoba.com
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